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.l>avld C. Cole

Inflation has been a recurring problem in South Korea since the end of

Japane s e colonial rule in 1945. The economy ~07as wracked by two bouts of

hyperinflation .in 1945 and 1950 and since the end of the ·Korean war in 1953,

has hed an average rate of price increase of 20 p~r ceut per year although

the rate of price change has va~ied considerably from year to year. Through

out this period -there have been debatee about the causes and effects of 1nfla-

tion in Korea as well as the vit"~uesand the m~thods of achieving price stability.

The links between inflation or stabilization and the overall growth of the economy

have also been the subject of widely divergent views similar to the structuralist-

monetarist arguments in Latin America.

One such view is that stable prices are a necessary condition for healthy

eqonomic growth and thErefore should be the prime objective of economic policy.

Another suggests that inflation is an inevitable concomitant of growth in some

economies and that by taking the necessary measures to accelerate growth, even-

tual increase~ in output will mitigate the rate of inflation. A third· school

would arg~e that a controlled amount of inflation is one element of a growth

promoting strategy which increases the mobility of resources and redistributes

income' inw.ays favorable to econal\lic growth.

Korean experience does not give a definitive answer, but perhaps does shed

some l~ght on the relative merits of theae three views. Overall there seems

to be a weak posit:'.ve association betwgen growth and inflation.· In the one

period Qf real price stability from 1958 to 1960, the rate of growth dropped

Off sharply. On thp other hand, in recent years the growth rate has risp.n to

very high levels while inflation has been limited, but not completely stopped.

Also interesting insights can be gained from Korean experience in terms
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of the effects of var19us approaches to stabilization policy in actieVlngnot'

only the stabilization of prices but also other major economic objectives.

Over the longer run the dominant Korean economic objectives, at least a8

stated in Economic Flans and similar documents, have b.en rapid growth,

modernizat~on of the economy, and progress toward self-sufficiency. Price

stability has varied from a relatively minor consideration, in the immediate

postwar period, to a major concern in tre late 1950's. In recent years

there seems to be a growing concensus that annual price increases of less

than 10 per cent are acceptable, and that if they are below 5 per cent

the growth rate is lik~ly to be adversely affected. Thus a rise in prices

of between 5 and 10 per cent per year is judged to be consistent with and

conducive to the primary goals of g~owth and modernization.

In studying Korea,' s experience with inflation it is useful to try to

test whether this judgement is valid. Furthermore in evaluating the effec-

tiveness of stabilization policies, the popularly accepted notions of what

constitutes stability in Korea must be kept in mind. To some extent these

notions are based upon recent experience, so that stability is something less

than the rate of price, change which has occurred in the past few years. Over

"the past 15 years the average rate of inflation in Korea has declined so that

the conception of what constitutes stability has diminished accordingly, but

it has clearly not yet reached the level of zero price change.

THE PATTERN OF INFLATION

At the end of World War II a~d a~ during the first two years of the

Korean war, the price level in South Korea rose mo~e than twentyfold. In the

first instance the hyperinflation was due to a breakdown of the Japanese war~

time economic controls. The second round of extreme inflation resulted frOm

the extensive destruction and disruption of the South Koreaneconomydufin8~



the\war~f8nd the, ~nevitabl~e.pene:tit~~e8:of,the Ko~ean and foreig~ military,
,~

f(,~ce8."'Sin~, '1954, the inflation ,has averaged 20 per cent per year but has

ranged frOltta.high of.,64 percent tOG small negative cha~ge. The best indic£l-

tor of the iuflation is probably the GNP deflat..,r whi,ch is shown in Table I

along,with the average annual wholesale price index and the Seoul Consumers

price-index. 'The end of quarter wholesale prir.e index,which shows shorter run

price changes is plotted on a logarithmic scale in Gr.aph 1.

These several indicators show a peak rate of inflation in 1955, then a

81~fing down and actual downturn in prices from mid-1957 to 1959. Since 1960

the average annual 1ecrease in prices has been about 10 per cent except for

196~t and 1964 when it rose to about 30 per Cflnt.

The most volatile prices have been those of foor grains. They have swung

well above and below the index for all other commodities and such swings have

tended to accentuate periods of rapid price change, such as the sharp increases

in the grain price index in 1956-57 and 1963-64 and a downswing in 1958-59.

Similar but smaller moves ~ccurred in the index for all other commodities,

as shown in the accompanying table and graph.

CAUSES OF INFLATION

Following .Bronfenbrenner and Holyman {ABR Sept. 196~7 the main ~auses

of inflation can be subsumed under the broad categories of demand inflation

and supply or cost inflation. In the demand category are included both the

traditional quantity theory approach and the post-Keynesian emphasis on expend

iture,flows. ,Supply inflation encc.mpasses a range of circumstances where the

realior cont,rolled scaroity of rroductive factors or goods causes plcice increases

in ·~~i;ne, sec t'1rsof the ,economywh:Lch are not offset by decreases in other sectors

ari4;J)e:c::om~tgeneral price levelin.creases. Porter has emphasi~ed the importance

of ~.9~,:,<:rop/.;f~~.1ures a~ a pQtenti.al cause of supply infl~.tionin letlS developed



Table 1

Comearison of Movemen~s in Three Price Inde!!.!

(1960 • 100)

GNP Wholesale Seoul Consumer
Deflator %Change Price Index %Change Price Index %Change

1953 . 26.9 26.5 25

1954 35.3 31 34.0 28

1955 57.8 64 61.5 81 61. 3

1956 75.0 30 81.0 32 75.4 23

1957 91.0 21 94.1 16 92.9 23

1958 89.8 -1 88.2 -7 89.6 -4
.

1959 91.2 2 90.3 2 92.5 3

1960 100.0 10 100.0 11 100.0 8

1961 115.0 15 113.2 13 108.1 8

1962 127.6 11 123.8 9 115.2 6

1963 162.5 28 149.3 21 139.0 20

1964 211.0 30 201.1 31 180.0 30

1965 225.0 7 221.2 10 204.4 13

1966 251.0 12 238.0 8 229.7 13

Source: Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbook, and Monthly Statistical
Review. The GNP deflator was computed from the current and constant
1960 price GNP series.
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of Grains and Other Conmodit~i~e~s _

Table 2

1953 - 1966

Averag~ Annual Wholesale Price Index

Normalized
Ratio of Grain.

All Other All to Non-Grain•
.::Y~ea;;;;r:;.... .....:.Gr;;;.;ai=n_8 -=Co:;,;mm=o.;;;d~i.::;;ti;;;.;e:;.:8:-.. Comm,~::.:o.;;;d.:.i.::;;ti::.;:e:.::8:-.. ..:P:.:r:.::i;;::.c~el=--__

Weight 147.1 852.9 1,000

1953 33.0 23.5 26.5 1. 20

1954 26.5 39.4 34.0 .56

1955 63.2 60.9 61.5 .89

1956 101. 3 74.5 81.0 1.16

1957 116.3 '87.0 94.1 1.14

1958 95.3 85.9 88.2 .95

1959 83.5 92.3 90.3 .77

1960 100.0 100.0 100.0 , .85

1961 123.9 111.3 113.2 .96

1962 131.4 122.5 123.8 .91

1963 208.3 13'9.1 149.3 1. 28

1964 263.1 190.4 201.1 1. 18

1965 246.5 216.8 221. 2 .96

1966 259.5 234.3 238.0 .95

Source: Monthly Statistical Review
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countries where such crops are a major share of total production. {Pakistan

Development Review, Spring,l96!7.

Korean inflation has been the result of ~ mixture of demand and supply

forces which have alternated in relative importance over time. For this

reason it is not possible to identify a simple pattern of causation which

can give a good explanation of changes in the price level. On the other han~

no satisfactory model ha~ yet been developed which incorporates the multiple

factors required for either a good explanation of the past or prediction of

the future.

Several attempts to apply strict or modified quantity theory models have

not proven very successful. One such attempt {-Nam, Lee and Kim, Dec. 19617

relates changes in prices to changes in money supply deflated by changes in

output. This simple formulation overestimat{:s the price increase in the

relatively stable years (e.g. 1958-60) and underestimates the increase in

the inf1ationary years, 1963-64. There have been significant changes in

the income velocity of money which are not a~counted for in their equation.

Kim and Norton {19617 following earlier work by Gurley, Patrick and Shaw

{19617, have attempted to estimate the real demand for money and then explain

price level changes by the discrepancy between ?redicted demand for and the

actual supply of m'ney. Demand for money is taken as a function of real out

put and recent changes in prices which are assumed to determine current expec

tations as to future price change. Although the statistical fits of some forms

of these equations are fairly good, Kim and Norton note that the prediction

of price levels for previous years have the largest errors when there were

low grain crops or changes in the foreign' exchange rate. These two supply

factors, one relating to the actual quantity of output available from a

particular sector, and the other affecting the price of imported goods, have

presumably not been incorporated in the Kim-Norton model because! ~~ shall be

shown, they have had an erratic impact on the pI'ice level at different times,
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MONETARY FACTORS
'I

Over the longt.·r run the average annuc1 increllse in money supply (24.4

per cent sinee 1955) has been roughly consistent with the average annual growth

of real output (6.4 per cent) and the aver.age annual pxice increase (20 per

ce~t). But in the shorter run there have been years ~hen the changes in money

sUPPlY and in prices have been clearly inconsistent. For example, the growth

of money supply averaged 26 per cent per year in 1957-59 while real output

. rose at an average rate of 6.5 per cent per year and prices by an average of only

4.3 per cent per year. On the other hand, in 1963-64, real output rose at ~n

average annual rate of 9.1 per cent and pric~s by 25.5 per cent while money

supply increased at an annual rate of only 8.5 per cent.

Table 3

Annual Rates of Change of Real GNP
Money Supply and P~ices

Per Cent Change in

Real GNP
in Money GNP

1960 Prices Supply Deflator

1954 6.7 118- 31. 2
1955 5.9 52 64.0
1956 1.1 42 29.8
1957 8.1 22 21. 3
1958 6.S. 29 -1. 3
1959 4.0 27 1.6
1960 2.5 0 9.6
1961 5.0 22 15.0
1962 4.1 32 11.0
19'63 9.3 7 27.5
1964 8.9 10 30.0
1965 f!l. 0 24 6.7
1966 H.9 26 11.9

Average 6.4 ,)2.6 19.9

*Exc1uding 1954, the average is 24.4 per cent.

The ratio of money sup~ly to GNP has ranged from 4.8 to 10.3 per cent, Gn~

the ratio of total liquid assets (money supply plus time, savin8, and trust
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deposits) to GNP has ranged from 5.2 to 15.6 per cent (see Table 3).

Table 4

Money Supply and Li~Jid Assets
as Percent of GNP

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962:
1963
1964
1965
1966

Average

A
Money Supply

4.8
7.4
6.5
7,1
6.6
8.1
9.6
8.6
9.0

10.3
7.9
6.1
6.6
6.6

7.5

B
Total Liquid Assets

5.2
7.9
7.1
8.0
7.3
8.9

11.4
11. 0
11.4
15.6
12.7
9.9

11.1
14.7

10.2

NoteR: Money supply and liquid asset values are averages of end of quarter
magnitudes. Money supply includes currency in circulation and demand deposits.
Total liquid assets include money su~ply pl~s time, saving and trust deposits,
following Gurley, Patrick ~nd Shaw L p. 111/.

One characteristic of Korea's monetary pattern is the low ratio of money

supply to GNP. As shown in the following table this ratio is low in comparison

with other countries in ABia and even with some Latin American countries whicn

have experienced more rapid inflation than Korea's. Possible explanations of

this characteristic are: a narrow definition of maney; limited monetization

of the economy; marketing patterns which minimize the use of money for trans-

actions purposes; or limited demand for money for other (precautionary or

speculative) purposes. Even if Korea's money supply were defined more broadly

to include all time, saving and trust deposits, the ratio would be low relative

to other countries. Although there are no very good indexes, the Korean

economy does not appear to be under·-monetized compared to other countries



Table 5

MQney Supply as Per ~ent of GN~

in Selected Countries

Country

Korea

Years
Covered

1964-66

Average of
Mon(~y Supply as
Per Cent of G~T~

7.1

Burma 1963-64 28.9

Ceylon 1964-65 21.6

Japan 1964-65 33.3

Malaysia 1963-64 22.1

Pakistan 1964-65 18.9

Philippines 1964-65 13.3

Taiwan 1964-65 13.2

Thailand 1964-65 17.4

Argentina 1964-65 18.9

Brazil 1964-65 51.5

Chile 1964-65 8.4

Colombia 1964-65 15.9

Source: International Financial Statistics
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of comparable income levele. Thus the ~xplanation seems tc be efficient util-

ization of transactions balancea and minimum holding vf cash b~lances for ethel

purposes.

This unwillingness to hold cas~ probably r~flect6 the availability , ~ good

substitute forms for ,storing value, especially grains and assets of the unor-

ganized money markets. It also m~ans that increases in the money supply which

sre not demanded for curr.ent transactions purposes are likely to be transformed

into demand for the substitutes with consequent effects or their prices. rina11y

because of the low ratio of money supply to GNP, relatively small changes in

factors affecting the money supply (e.g. a small budget defeci~ or a small in u

~

crease in foreign exchange reserves) can have a relatively large effect on th~

money supply itself. For example, a deficit equal to 10 per cent of the gevern-

ment budget woul~ ~e only about 1.5 per cent of GNP, but if it were financed,

in full by moncy creation, the money supply would grow by abo~t 20 per cent,

and if income velocity remained constant there would need to be a 20 per cent

increase in nominal JNP--either through higher real output or prices--to adjust

to the new money supply. The changes in velocity which have occurred in Korea

have at times made it possible to absorb large money supply increases without

matching price increases, but at other times a rise in velocity has reduced

the impact of tight monetary policies. Still the potential danger of a large

increase in the money supply with the normally low ratio of money supply to

GNP (or high velocity of money) has been a pervasive conc~rn in Korea. There

has tenged to be an implicit assumption that the ratio will remain low and

stable and therefore that the growth of money supply must be closely controlled.

DEMAND FActORS

Changes in the major components of groes national expenditure have co~-

tributed to the instability of priCE!S and have reflected some of the stabiliz~-
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~~tJn'ip!1tt~y.c'~alnlre~.,Qn?'of,th•. )Jetter W~YII to indicate these changes is to,

,.h~ th~. deviations frUlll tbe average sbare of GNP for the period.as awole.·
- _. .- .

Tal>le,6sho.,sthe average shar... of private consumption, government consumption

'a~4fi2tf!cl<it\ve.tmerttfrOlll1953to196~. Then in the following graphs the per-

c'rit.lepointdifferen~esfrOlDthe average are shown for each year. Thus, for

,.enple,.in1956privateconeumptionwas 8.5 percentage points hlgher than its

Thegr.phs'shOw that private consumption was significantly higher than

ltenorautlshare "lfGNPinl955-56 which were inflationary years. The share

Cffgoverfiuaentconsumption was 4bove averase during the relatb'ely stable period

from 1958 to 1962. l'hisalso reflected a higher than average ratio of tax

revellu~s to GNP which curtatledprivate c,onsumption and made more resources

available for public cGnsumption.

Gtoss·fixedi'lvestment was a stable share of G'NP from 1955 to 1961. It

1
roaelrt1962 and 1963 and again in 1965-66. The parallel up'JI1ard movement

oftheaharesof private and government consumption and fixed investment in

t962 was matched by an increase in imports and was the beginning of the 1963-

64ififlatiort. Simiblrly the decU.ne in th~ ghar~a of fixed investment and

government consumption in 1964' indicate the ~nforcer-~nt of more stringent

stabiliZation· policies.

Exports ';fereanegligable element of aggregate demand prior to 1960.

Siricethatyear they have rtsenfairly steadily from 3.4 per cent to 10.8



TaLble 6

Consumption, Fixed Inve~tment and ~_x Burden

as Per Cent of Gross National prClduct

Year

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Private
Consumption

83.1

83.4

86.6

92.2

83.5

82.6

82.2

83.3

82.0

84.5

81.4

84.2

84.3

78.9

Government
Consumption

8 .. 2

10.5

9.0

9.4

11.1

1~!. 9

14.3

14.6

1:3. 7

14.7

11.6

9.3

9.9

10.6

Total
ConsumptioJ!

91.3

93.9

95.6

101. ~

94.6

95.5

96.5

97.9

95.7

97.2

93.0

93.5

94.2

89.5

Gross Fixed
Investment

7.1

9.1

9.9

10.2

10.5

9.7

10.7

10.5

10.9

13.4

13.6

10.7

13.3

17.0

Tax
Burda.».

6.1
8

'6.18

7.7

9.1

12.1

12.2

9.8

11. 3

9.8

7.8

9.2

11. 3

Average 83.7 11.4 95.1 11. 2 9.3

e = estimated

Source: Econo~ic Statistics Yearbook and Economic Surveys
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per cent"of GNP in 1966. There have been no ma10r cyclical swings in exports

a~d thus there is no significanc~ to a measure of deviations from Bome averake

or trend.

SUPPLY FACTORS

The two key supply components bearing on inflation and stabilization

are grain production and imports. Both have exhibited short run changes

which have exacerbated inflation or contributed to stabilization, but the

rElationships have varied over time.

Although grain production in South Korea has been increasing at an aver

age annual rate of about 4 per cent, there have been two years since' the end

of the Korean War when the grain available from domestic production has been

well below average. These occurred in 1957 and 1963. Imports of grains

mitigatc!d the swings in total domestic aVliilabilities especially in 1963,

but still left some apparent shortage in 1957 (see Table 7 and graphs). In

view of these facts it is surprising that inflation was slowing down in

1957. and actually price levels declined after mid-year, whereas in 1963 a

period of rapid price increase was just bl?ginning and the gain produc tion

shortfalls undoubtedly stimulated the inflation.

The S8:me sort of disparity shows up itn the movements of relative prices

for grains .and all other commodities. Thl!~ swing to a low ratio of non-grain

to grain prices (see graph 5 ) preced ed the year of low sapply in 1956-57,

but carried over into the following year itn 1963-64. The high grain prices

of 1964 and the corresponding increase in the general price level are some

what unexpected in the face of high grain production and sizeable imports.

On the other hand the relative fall in grain prices in 1965, as in 1958 to

1960
1

was undoubtedly helped by the large availabilities of grain from domestic

producti~n in those years.



.''-,- Table 7

Domestic Production and ImEorts of Food Grains

(Thousands of metric tons, pblished equivalent)

Domestic Grain
b

Total
a Barley Production Imports SupplyYear Rice-

1956 2,900. 1,089 3,989 502 4,491

1957 2,407 971 3,377 965 4,343

1958' 2,980 1,177 4,157 968 5,125

1959 3,154 1,357 4,511 267 '4,778

1960 3,150 1,353 4,503 468 4,971

1961 2,972 1,491 4,463 603 5,066

1962 3,463 1,370 4,833 499 5,332

1963 3,015 1,200 4,21~ 1,318 5,533

1964 3,758 1,576 5,334 7.51 6,085

1965 3,954 1,902 5,856 667 6,523

1966 3,501 2,117 5,618 585 6,203

Grain imports include also imports of flour, beans, corn, etc.,
all con~erted to polished equivalent, except for 1966, where the
figure is simply the total metric tons imported.

a Rice production shown is that of the previous calendar year,
which is assumed available for use during the indicated year.
b
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Korean imports have been heavily dependent on foreign assistance and were

subject to pervasive controls until 1965. Ibus the level of imports over time

would be expected to have varied in response to the availability of foreign

assistance and the stringency of the controls more than to changes in the

level of inte~na1 demand. Unrealistic exchange rates confuse the relation

between net imports and GNP, but the following table gives estimates of the

ratio of ~et imports to GNP and dollar values of the current account deficit.

These show that net imports were high through 1958, that they dropped from

1959 to 1961, then rose during the expansionary surge in 1962~63 and fell off

in 1964-65 despite the high levels of domestic output. This pattern indicates

that imports have in fact been a stabilizing influence) moving even in advance

of the swings in aggregate demand. It suggests that to some extent foreign

assistance availabilities and controlled inlport levels have been adjusted over

time to adapt to changes in demand for imports.

Major devaluations occurred in 1953, 1955, 1961 and 1964. In both the

latter cases net imports were re1a~ive1y high during the preceding years

probably due in part to anticipation of devaluation. Internal prices of

imported goods also rose prior to the devaluations so that the past-devalua-

tion plice adjuatments were generally much less than the change in the exchange

rate. In other words, the devaluations were catching up with price increases

which had already occurred.

Since early 1965, when the exchange rate was floated and import controls

reduced, both the exchange rate and the internal prices of imported goods

have been very stable despite some rise in the general price level•. This.
meant that in 1966 the high level of aggregate demand and dem£ud for imports

was met by increased quantities of imports with no upward pressure on prices

of those commodities or the exchange rate.



Table 8

~ross and Net Imports of Goods and Services

and Their Relation to GNP

Gross Imports Net Imports Net Imports as *
Year (Millions of Dollars) (Millions of Dollars) Per Cent of GNP

1955 343.0 2£30.1 16.9

1956 390.0 336.0 20.2

1957 465.0 387.4 21.4

1958 403.6 311.4 16.2

1959 331.1 227.4 11. 3

1960 378.8 262.3 13.0

1961 344.0 198.4 9.0

1962 455.2 292.0 12.9

1963 578.3 402.8 15.3

1964 432.0 221.0 7.9

1965 488.4 198.5 6.9

1966 777.7 323.0 9.0

Aver-age 449.1 286.7 13 .. 3

* Net Imports for the years 1955-63 have been converted at an
exchange rate of 118 won per dollar Clnd related to GNP in constant
1960 prices. From 1964 to 1966 the conversion has been at the
average prevailing exchange rate and then related to GNP in current
prices.
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SUMMARY OF INF'LA'l'IONARY FORCES

To summarize chronologically the various factors affecting the rate of

price change since ',9,1;3:

a. High rates of inflation from mid-1954 to mid,·195] were due mainly

to a large money supply increase in 1954, a sharp rise in the sha'l'e of private

consumption in 1955 and 1956 and low grain harvests in late 1956 which caused

shortages into 1957.

b. The general stability or slow rise of prices from mid-1957 through

1962 was due to increased government revenues which curtailed private consumption

and reduced monetp.ry expansion from deficit financing. Relatively good grain

harvests throughout most of this period kept grain prices fairly stable. Net

imports, which were high at the beginning of the period, and thus helped to

achieve stability, tapered off in 1959-61 as the growth of the economy slowed

and devaluation removed some of the excess demand for imports.

c. Inflation returned in 1963-64 mainly as a ~onsequence of deve1-

opments in 1962 when money supply increased by on.e,·,third, the main components

of aggregate demand all rose, and the grain harvests of late 1962 and mid-1963

were both low. Increased imports in 1962 delayed the price rise but could not

offset the effect of the poor grain crops which pushed up grain prices in

19E3 and again in 1964 despite large grain imports in both 1963 and 1964 and

high domestic production available for 1964.

d. Slower price rises occurred after mid-1964 as government co~sumptiqn

and investment were reduced, monetary expansion was limited and the large

grain supplies finally took the pressure off grain prices. The subsequent

growth of investment and exports in 1965-66 was balanced by reduced private

consumption, higher imports and rapidly expanding domestic production.
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THE EFFECTS OF INFLATION

The major charges leveled against inflation are that it distorts income

distribution, encourages misallocation of investment, and discourages savings
2

especially in the org~nized financial intermediaries. What has been the exper-

ien~ein Korea? In brief there appealS to be cleat' evidence to support the first

and third propositions, while the second is less clear.

Income Distribution

Although the information on income distribution in Korea is limited, there

axe some indicators of change over time which suggest that in periods of rapid

inflation real wages of industrial workers and government employees decline,

whereas t~e relative incomes of farmers, entrepreneurs and property owners

rise. The division of household income as between compensation of employees

and irlcom,,! from property and entrepreneursnip, as ~'eflectE:d 1.n the national

income accounts, shows that the share of employee compensation moves inversely

with the rate of inflation (See Table 9). In the inflationary period from 1953-

57, the employee compensation share averaged 29.2 per cent. It rose to an

average of 36.8 per cent during the five years of low inflation, 1958-62, and

then dropped to 31.6 per cent during 1963-65. The property and entrepreneurial

income share moved in the opposite direction. 3

Another indication of the shift in income distribution is presented in

Table 10. The indexes of real wages in mining rose by nearly 50 per cent

'I
hA fourth possible danger of inflation is that it may lead to balance of pay-
ments crises, but this has not been a p]~oblem in Korea because of the pervasive
controls over imports (prior to 1965) al,ld capital movements.

3rt should be noted that farm income, except for wages of farm workers, is
included in property and entrepreneurial income.



Table 9

~lative Shares of Total Curr·ent Receipts of

~eho1ds and Private Non-profit Institutions

Income from Per Cent Changes
Compensation Property and in Wholesale

Year of' Employees ~trepreneurship Price Index

.1953 2506% 74.3 25

:i.954 31. 2 68.3 28

1955 29.9 69.7 81

1956 28.8 70.6 32

1957 30.4 68.6 16

1958 33 0 7 65.5 -6.5

1959 38.7 61.4 2.3

1960 37.9 6L5 10.5

1961 35.0 63 0 0 13.2

1962 38.5 58.8 9.2

10 63 32.9 64.4 20.6

1964 29.5 6707 30.5

1965 32 ..4 64.2 10.0

Average 32.n 63.0 20.0

Source: Economic Statistics Yearbook, 1966, pp. 22-23 and
Monthly Statistical Review, November 1966, pp. 44-45.



Table 10

Comparison of Real Industrial Wages

and Farm Parity Ratio

The index of real wages is based upon the statistics of
average monthly earnings of working in mining and manu
facturing, deflated by the Seoul Consumers Price Index.
These two series and the farm price parity ratio are all
presented in the Bank of Korea, Monthly Statistical
Review.
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72.7 84.0
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from 1957 to 1962, then dropped by almost 20 per cent from 1962 to 1964, when

inflation was high. Real wages in manufacturing followed the same general

pattern, bet the swings were of Im~er amplitude. On the other hand, the

parity ratio of prices received and paid by farmers swang strongly in favor

of the farmers during 1963-64, the twu years of high inflation triggered by

rising grain prices. Admittedly this parity ratio is not a good indicator

of income, but when combined with an index of crop ploduction it gives an

4
approximation of the changee in real fa~m income. The results show that

there was a steady rise in real farm income from 1959 through 1965, and that,

even with the low production of 1962, the swir.g in the partiy ratio in 1963

protected real farm income.

Table 11

Index of Real Farm Income

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

Index of Farm
Crop Produc tion
of Previous Year

103
103
100
115
106
117
136
135

Par tty i\.a t io ,'J f
Prices Received and

Pai.d by farmers

93,2
100 0 0
103.6
105.7
IJ.4,2
115.0
109.3
10l~. 7

Index of Real
Farm Income

96.0
103.
103.6
121. 5
131..7
134.6
148.6
141. 3

'"Porter haa argued (PDR, ~o1inter, 1961) that in agrarian economiE!s temporary

reductions in grain production, such as Korea experienced in 1957 and 1963,

could cause a shift in relative prices in favor of the farmers which should

be prevented by sufficient monetary expansion to permit an increase in other

prices and a rise in the general price level. Otherwise he feared a shift in

4production has been lagged one year because most of t.he crops are harvested in
the last quarter of the year and a substantial portion of the sales, as well as
the purchases with the income earned, is made in the following year.



Table 12

Comparison of Government Revenues L

C.c~.E!.umption Expenditures, and Rates of Inflation

Government Consumption Tax Burden Per Cent Change in
X£!!'. ~lP...!!ndi tures as % of GNP as % of G~'P Wholesale Price Index

1953 8.2 5.0
e

25

1954 10.5 7.0
e

28

1955 9,.0 6.3
e

81

1956 9.4 603
e

32

1957 11.1 7.7 16

1958 12.9 9.1 -7

~959 14.3 1201 2

1960 14.6 12 .. 2 11

1961 13.7 9.8 13

1962 1~ 1 11.3 9

1963 11.6 9.3 21

11:164 9.3 7.8 31

1965 9.9 9.2 10

1966 10.6 1103 8

Average 11.4 8.9 20

Source: Column 1 from Econo~ic Statistics Yearbook.

Column 2. Estimates for 1953-56 derived from General
Government Revenue Table of National Accounts
for 1957-6().
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farmer asset holdings from cash to grains> and lower living standards for

the non-agricultural sector,

In Korea relative prices have tended to swing in both directions about

the mean with grain prices rising whea production is low and falling in abund

ant years, Po~ter's orLginal argument seems to have overlooked the possibility

of above-normal harve ats. Also Korean farmers) Hke the rest of the population,

have shown little tendency to hold cash, SO the posRibilities of substituting

grain for cash hoards were limited.

Another major effect of the changing rates of inflation in Korea has been

on the real income of Government. The ratios of both Government revenues and

government consumption expenditures have moved inversely with the rate of in

flation. In particular, the inflation of 1963-64 caused a precipitate drop in

real revenues and expenditures. Since over half of t.hE: govE>rnment consumption

expenditures are for wages and salaries, and since government employment has

risen fairly steadily, the real wages of government workers have taken the

brunt of the inflationary changes.

Financial ~&vings

The effects of inflation on the holding of financial assets in Korea has

been discussed by Gurley, Patrick and Shaw. Prior to 1~65, the combination

of high average rates of inflation and ceilings on interest rates payable by

financial institutions to savers had discouraged savings in general and driven

savings away from the organized to the uno~ganized financial institutions where

the interest rate ceilings were not observed. Only in those periods when the

rate of inflation slowed down to 10 per cent or less, was there any buildup

of time and savings deposits, because only in such periods did the controlled

nominal int~rest rate become a positive real ratec As shown in Table 13 the

ratio of time, savings and trust deposite. to money supply increased from 10

per cent to 28 pE!r cent between 1958 and 1960. It went up tt) 51 per cent



Table 13

Growth of Time and Savinqs Deposit~

in Relation to Money Supply

(Billions of Won)

Time and Money Time and Savings Deposits

~ Savinqs Deposits* Supply, as Per Cent of Money Supply

1953 .2 202 8

1954 .3 4.8 7

1955 .7 7.3 9

1956 1.4 1004 12

1957 1.3 1207 11

1958 1.7 16.4 10

1959 3.8 20.8 19

1960 508 20.9 28

1961 7.1 26.4 27

1962 18.1 34.8 51

1963 22.6 37.2 61

1964 25.0 41.0 62

1965 34.8 5007 68

1966 78.8 63.7 122

* Includes trust deposits.

Annual figures are average of end of quarter amounts.
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in 1962 and 61 per cent in 1963, partly as a resu1\,; of a Govex'nment sponsored

forced savings pr.ogram, There was no increase in the ratio during 1964, a

high inflation year. Finally in 1966, after more than doubling the interest

rate on deposits in September 1965, and also after two years of slower (10 per

cent) inflation, the ratio of time, saving and tr'ust deposits sh.:.t up to 120

per cent of the money supply. This suggests that the controlled and arbitrar

ily low interest rates on deposits, which inevitably became negative real rates

of interest when inflation accelerated, were more important in discouraging

financial savings than was the inflation itself.

Sharp changes in the rate of inflation add to unceI'tainty about real rates

of return and thus discourage financial savings. But the fact that most sav

ings deposits in both the unorganized and organized markets in l<orea are rel

atively short term and liquid means that savers can shift in and out of financial

claims as the rate of inflation, or their expectation ab~ut it~ changes. Here

again the virtual absence of longer term financial claims may be due mainly

to erratic inflation rather than simply to inflation.

On Investment

It is very difficult to assess the impact of inflation on investment in

Korea because the investment estimates are probably subject to considerable

error and also because there have been other strong influences at work on in

vestment in addition to the changing rates of inflation. In theor; , inflation

should encourage speculative investment in inventories and real estate and

work against the longer gestation, more difficult investment in manufacturing

and agriculture. However, in Korea the year to year fluctuations in inventor

ies are dominated by variations in grain harvests, changes in import controls

and speculation about potential devaluations. These factors also influence

the price level, adding to the problems of identification. Investment in real

estate has also been subject to the strong secular ne~d to rebuild from the



Table 14

Change in Inventories (National Accounts Data)

at current Market prices

At Current Market pric,~ (In million won)

1960 1lli lli£ 1963 1964 1965 19661/-
I. Agricultural

Products -1,089 3,821 -5,690 16,412 21,105 -1,375 7,161

Grains -1,033 3,601 -8 t 298 16,474 22,587 -2,426 6,634

(Rice) (-1,294) (3,117) (-7,358) (20,090) (11,954) (-6,457) (2,075)

other -56 220 2,608 -62 -1,482 1,051 527

II. Mineral
Products 368 -61 -125 256 -65 -132 17

III. Manufactured
Goods 167 2,712 284 1,454 5,863 1,480 462

IV. Imported Raw
Materials 399 -1,705 2,149 3,155 -7~970 -1,044 4,102

Total -155 4,767 -3,382 21,277 18,933 -1,071 11,742

11 Preliminary estimate.

Source: Research Department, Bank of Korea.
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destruction of the Korean War. Thus it is not meaningful to make international

comparisons and conclude. whether Korean investment in dwellin~~ and si~ilar

construction has been abnormal.

The GNP investment series in Table 6 above showed that fixed investment

rose gradually, but ste&dily from 9.5 per cent of GNP in 1954-55 to 10,7 per

c~nt in 1960-61. The only year in which the fixed investment ratio dropped

was in 1958, the one year that prices actually oeclined. From 1962 through

1966 the fixed investment ratio has averaged 13.6 per cent, with the only

real dip occuring in the high inflation year, 1964. Thus the evidence from

the fixed investment side gives no conclusive indication of a positive or

negative association with inflation.

Inventory investment has averaged two per cent of GNP from 1953-66.

It has been high in the good crop years-- 1954, 1957, 1958, 196~, 1963, 1964

and negative in bad crop years. Devaluation led to a working down of imported

raw maten.ais in 1961 nnd again in 1964, and the prospect of devaluation probably

encouraged inventory accumulation in 1963 (See Table 14). There was substantial

buildup of manufactured goods inventories in 1963 and 1964, which were high in

flation years, but, at least in 1964, this may have been due to overproduction

in the face of declining domestic demand rather than conscious inventory invest

ment. The fact that the growth rate of manufacturing production fell off

sharply, and that all other types of inventories except grains were being cut

back in 1964, suggests that there was no concerted effort to add to inventor

ies. At least it does not appear that inflationary prospects or occurance

were a significant influence on inventory changes.

Stabilization Policies

There have been two periods in recent Korean history when the Governmen~

marie ser ious efforts to slow the r ate of inflation and maintain a relatively

stable price level. The first was fl~m 1957 through 1960, and the second from

1963 to the ~resent. In between, the military government which s~ized power
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in M~y i96i iritroduced a set of expansionist policies desi~ned to overcome the

stagnation of the f!COnomy and to accelerate growth. 'I'hese poU.cles contributed

to th~ lnf1ation of 1963-64 and led to the need for the second round of stabU

lzatlon measures.

Both of the stabilization efforts have been characterized by annual stab

ilization programs which were formulated jointly by the Korean Government and

US economic aid clfficials. Since 1965 there have also been annual standby

agreements with the Internati~nal Monetary Fund which have included a number

of provis ions on s tabU hation policy. The annual programs cl}\,'ered the gamut

of monetary, fbcal ~ trade and foreign exchange policies relevant to stabiliza-

tiof.~ bv~ the relative emph~sis shifted over time.

In the first period the stress was on controlling expansion of the money

supply and increasing government revenues. Bank crsdit ~as curtailed and the

additional tax revenues were used both to eliminate the budget deficits and to

restrain private consumption. Trade policy was directed t,)Ward encouraging

import substitution by means of quantitative impor.t controls and a foreign

exchange tax. The policy measures were implemented by a broad range of direct

controls over credit, trade and prices.

In the second stabilization period, monetary and exchange rate policies

were emphasizeea and greater use was made of indirect~ market··oriented policy

instruments. Interest rates on bank deposits and loans were raised to promote

saving and draw savings into the banking system. Devaluation, taxes and sub

sidies were used to restrain imports and encourage exports. Fiscal measures

consisted initially of reduced real expenditures to av~,id a deficit. Subee-'

quently revenues wer.e increased mainly by more effective administration. The

Gove:r:nmpnt: songht. to maintain a high rate of domestic investment despite its

inflaUonaqi pot.ential and actively assisted the inflow of fl')reign capital

to ffnanceirtvestment.
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.
During the first period of stabilization the Government se@med to be oper-

ating on the premise that stabilization of prices would ultimately lead 'to high

rates of growth. They were prepared to accep~ some sllYWing d~wn of economic

expansion in the interest of achieving stable prices on the assumption that

5this would be only a temporary condition. In fact the overall growth rate

declined steadily, existing capacity was increasingly underutilized and pop-

ular criticism and unrest became more widespread. Probably as a consequence

of this experience the second stabilization effort has given more balanced

emphasis to stability and growth. The policy measures have stressed increased

saving, investment, and higher output more than reduced demand. The results

are manifested in the growth rate which has averaged 9.5 per cent per year

In the following discussion, the various policy measures are described

and their impact on stability and growth assessed.

Monetary Policy

Monetary policy in the fiTStstabilization period was concentrated on con-

trolling the growth of the money supply> Ceil tnga \Jere imposed (10 the loans

of the various banks, Government bor-rowing from t.he (;entra1 bank was limited

and at times the central bank sold foriegn exchange to mop up domestic currency~

The degree of restraint on monetary expansion became progressively more severe
6

resulting in no increase in money supply from eat'ly 1959 t~ early 1961. Interest

rate policies w~re not significant in thi~ period. The decline in the rate of

inflation had the effect of raising real interest rates, and there was some ..

SCi. Ministry of a.econstruction, Republic of Korea, Economic Survey. 1959,
pp. 13-14.

6COI:It1lt-n 1.a1 bank loan ceilings wereac.tually removed from March 1959 to June
1960 'but loans of each bank were limited to incz'eases in time and savings, '

deposits above the endC?f 1958 leveL Also a minimum capit.al .assets rat,~o

requirement lim!ted bank cred i t expans ion. The loan celllngs 'werete itfst:ated
in 1960 because some banks were inducing an al'tificial expansion of time and
savings deposits. Cf. Kim} B.K., 1965, pp. 264,.. 65.
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lncl"easetnbanktime and savings deposits etl~ecially in 19,59, but the banks

Idweredthetr interest rates in that year and thereby slowed the inflow of new

savings.

In 1961 the new ~ilitary government permitted a large expansion of bank
<'

credit, incurred a budg\~tary deficit financed by borrowing from the Central

bank and' brought about a 34 per cent increase in the mt:hley supply in 7 months'.

The following year they carried out a currency roform that has been described
Ul-prepared,J. ill-timed and therefore ill-fated."

as "ill-conceivedrKim, B.K. 1965 p p. 4~7. Its main eff£~t was to destroy con-

fidence in the monetary system and the organized financ;ial institutions and

thereby stimulate the demand for real assets. Coming at a time of poor crops,

this no doubt added to the pressure on grain pri,C€s•.

the second stabiliz~tion period included both control~

ing the growth of money supply and changes in the level of interest rates.

The growth of money supply was sharply curtailed in the early part of the

stabilization period and then allowed to grow subsequently as the real

demand for money increased and savings flowed into the banks in response
;

to higher interest rates.

The Government implemented a general increase in intet'est rates as of

September 30, 1965. Ihe highest rate On time deposits was increased from 15

per cent per year to 2.5 per cent per month or nearly 35 per cent per year

compounded. Bank loan rates on 90 day bills went up from 14·,16 per cent to

24-26 per cent per year and the rate On overdue loans was raised from 20 to

36.5 per cent per year, Longer-term rates were increased only moderately,

but such loans were stilL limited mainly from the supply side, being dependent

on government budgetary funds or foreign assistance,

The interest refoI'm had a dI'amatic' effect on ttme and savings depos its

which rose by 12 billit'n won or 40 per cent in the last: three months of 1965.

A further increase of 54 billion won occuT'red dut'lng 1966" Many savers
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shifted their deposits from the unorganized money markets over to the banks

even though bank rates were not as high as the unorganized rates. A major

factor in this shift was the gr~ater security of bank deposits. Although

the unorg&ni~edmoneymarkets were very highly developed in Korea and had

been the main mechanism for transfeDdng funds from lenders to borrowers,

there were still frequent reports of default and fraud by operators in the

market. so that risk was a significant conside~ation for savers.

Admittedly on the lending side, the application of high interest rates

was quite uneven. Some loans, especially for export production and longer

term investment still carried rates of 6-12 per cent per year, and various

rationing devices have been applied to such loans. Also borrowers have

had access to both short and long term funds from abroad at less than the

domestic rates. lhus the demand for credit has been shifted to some extent.

and borrowers have turned to the domestic banks for credit at 26-28 per cent

per year only when they could not be accolllllodated on more favorable terms.

This marginal demand is still high and has made it necessary for the mone·

tery authorities to limit bank credit expansion.

l~e large inflow of foreign credit and the buildup of foreign exchange

reserves is undoubtedly due in large part to domestic interest rate policies.

To counteract the potential domestic credit expansion that could occur on

the basis of these new reserves for the banking system, the Central bank

has been using various devices to mop up the reserves.

Prior to the interest reform, conune,rcial bank lending had been subject

to rigtd ceilings set for each bank by the Bank of Korea. Thereafter, howe~er.

the Government removed the ceilings and shifted to a system of indirect credit

contrl)ls. With the ra(>i.d inflow of time deposits, the banks made correspond.:

ing iO(;t'eases in shr:.t:t t.erm loans.. It 800n appeared that thio was resulting

in too1rapid e:1?ansion of bank credit and money supply. Accordingly reserve
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requirements and redlcf:ourtrates ware increased sharply in November, 1965.

Several further increase~ in reserve requiremente were made in 1966.

As another measure for 'credit control the Bank of Korea in early 1966

instituted' "ind~.:ed" prorata purchases of 90 day Bank of KOl'ea stabilization

bonds by the cOl1l1lercial banks. This helped to mop up excess l'el1E!rVeS and limit

bank lending. It was similar' in effect to open market operatiOnAl which were

not possible because no effective securities market existed.

The other aspect of the imposition of high interest rates which should

not be overlooked is its impact on private consumption. To the extent that

the new time and savings deposits in the banking institutions reflect a real

increase in private savings, the demand for consumption goods has been reduced

and inflatiOnary pressures lessened. Tnere has been consider~ble skepticism

about the interest elasticity of real savings, but the continuing and 2ccel

e'L'ating growth of time and savings deposits seems clearly to be something more

than a transfer of past savings from one form to another. Initially there

was undoubtedly some shifting of savings from the unorganized money markets

to the banks, but previous e~timates of the volume of lending by the unorgan

ized IRarkets never exceeded 35 billion won {Kim Kwang su~7. The fact that '

these markets still have funds to lend, although possibly less than previously,

and that bank time and savings deposits have risen by 66 billion won between

September 1965 and the end of 1966, suggests strongly that new savings are

flowing into the banks. Another possibility is that target saving (for some

special occasion) is being replaced by saving for interest income. The

savings patterns in the Korean unorganized institutions were target-oriented.

It. many cases they did not pay current interest (the banks make monthly pay

ments) and when the repayment ()f accumulated savings plus interest waf! made~'

the saver was expected not only to entertain his fellow savers, but to use

the lump sum remainder for some big expenditure such as a wedding, a trip,
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or down-payment ,~ a house. This was term gaving with a high probability of

substantial dissaving at the end of the term. The various forms of bank

saving are less prone to these biases, and therefore may be contributing

significantly to raising the savings rate.

Thus, the basic contrast in the monetary policies between the first

and second stabilization efforts is that, in the former, the changes in the

real interest rate were merely a consequence of changes in the rate of infla

tion, whereas in the latter there was a conscious move to raise the nominal

and real interest rates and thereby to supplement the limitations on growth

of money supply. This difference has had far-reaching consequences. It has

permitted a continuing expansion of bank activities throughout the stabiliza

tion period. It has taken some of the burden off "money sup!,ly" policy and

probably reduced the inflationary consequences of the monetary expansion that

has occurred. Most important it has apparently contributed to raising the

saving rate in the country.

Trade and Exchange Rate Policies

The earlier stabili2ation program kept the exchange rate overvalued which

precluded any growth of exports, and necessitated strict import controls. As

foreign assistance declined and the country was unable to attract foreign

capital, the trade gap had to be narrowed by reducing imports. If this was

not to cause rising prices, the level of domestic demand had to be severely

constrained. An exchange t~~ was used to mop up SOme of the excess demand for

imports but it was not sufficient to permit relaxation of impo~t con~ro1s

or of the more general fiscal restraimts on aggregate demand. This in turn

removed much of the incentive for building new productive capacity.

The new investment that did occur in manufacturing in the late 1950's

wa:; mainly single-stage import substitution based upon the system of import

controls. Quotas for raw material lmport8 were divided among manufacturers
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on the basis of shares of existing productive capacity. A manufacturer who

wished to obtain 8 larger sbare of total imports needed to increase his capacity.

Since tmports were relatively cheap, due to the overvalued exchange rate, and

the domestic market was protected, the manufacturer could maximize his ~rofits

by obtaining a larger share of the limited supply of imports. Attempts to

push im~ort substitution into new areas -- multi-~tage import substitution

werp strongly resisted by those who already were depending on low-cost imported

inputs. Thus new investment in manufacturing tended to add to excesr capacity

in existing industries.

Because of the unevenness of excess capacity throughout the productiva

structure and its concentration in industries making substantial use of imported

raw materials, any relaxation of the restraints on private consumption would

have added mainly to the excess demand for imports and done lictle to increase

domestic production from existing capacity. This is actually what happened

in 1962-63. When credit was expanded, consumption increased and imports were

permitted to rise to relieve some of tha inflationary pressure.

The trade and exchange ra~e policies of the second stabilization period

were almost completely revers~~ from the first. They have consisted of

strong encouragement of exports, devaluation, reduction of import controls,

and special inducements for the inflow of foreign capital. The support for

exports started in 1961 an~ 1962 in the form of subsidies and import privil

eges tied to export performance. These benefits were generalized in 1964 by

the devaluation, privileged access to bank credit and to imported ra~ mater

ials for all export producers. Such measuresaalong with Government promotion

of exports abroad and solicitude for expprter~ problems at homeJhave contrib~

uted to the annual rate of commodity export growth in excess of 40 per cent

which has occurred each year since 1962.

The devaluation which was carried out on May 3, 1964 raised the official
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exchange rate from 130 won to 255 won per U.S. dollar. It had been expected

at that time that .a floating rate system would be instit'Jted along with substan

tial import liberalization, but at the last minute the government ~ook steps

to peg thp. rate at 255 and also continued most of th~ import controls, although

in a somewhat more flexible manner. The actual devaluation was considerably

less than the change in exchange rates would indicat~ because some imports

(e.g. aid commodities) were subject to a 50 won per dollar tax prior to deval ..

uation. Also there was an export-import link system which resulted in a range

of higher effective exchange rates for ~oth exports and imports than the 130

rate implied.

Still the dev1luation did raise thE effective rate above any of the pre

viously existing multiple rates and produced the expected effects on both exports

and imports. Commodity ex?orts rose by 37 per cent in 1964 while imports de

clined by 28 per cent from the exceptionally high 1963 level a~d foreign

ex~hange holdings stayed nearly constant from the end of 1963 co the end of

1964. This was a dramatic change from the previous two years during which

exchange reserves had fallen by nearly 40 per cent.

The floating of the exchang~ rate was actually carried out in March 1965

after the blessing of the IMF 'lad bee:n obtained in the form of a standby

agreement. There had been predictions that the exchange rate might rise fr.om

its pegged level of 255 won per dollar to as high a~9 300 or 320 won per dollar,

and the Bank of Korea had been urged to avoi~ interference in the exchange

market so the rate could find its equilibrium level. It turned out, hgwever,

that, because of the advance publicity, most persona had previously adjusted,

or in fact overadj~lsted, their positions. Importers had speeded up their

ordering, and exporters had delayed shipments or realization of (-:~rnings in

order to tat.e advantage of the ,expected higher rate. The foreif,n exchange
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ass.t position of the Bank of Korea deteriorated by over $50 million in the

sever~i .eek~ prece~ing freeing of the rate.
, ...~

Immediately after the rate was freed, however, reverse movements occurred.

Opening of ~port orders fell practically to zero, export shipments resumed,

and earnings were repatriated. As a consequence of the increased supply

and the weak demand for foreign exchange, the rate which initially rose

to about 275 wo.n ~er dollar gradually receeded over 5 or 6 weeks to the

255 level. Also the initial speculative demand for foreign exchange certif~

icates (i.e. claims on foreign ~xchange, which were the actual medium of

transactions rather than the foreign exchange itself) caused the level of

~s~tiiicate8 outstanding to reach about $~ ~~iiion. But as the prica of

certificates dropped steadily and showed little tendency to fluctuate, spec

uiators, faced w~th high earnings potential in the unorganized money markets,

rapidly shifted out of the certificate market. The earlier fears of market

instability due to excessive 8pe~'1Iation had proved unjustified and the value

of certificates outstanding dropped to the approximate level needed to meet

transactions needs. 'Ihis exp~rience indicated that, in thi face of tight mone-

tary conditions and no se~ular trend of depreciation~ there was practically

no speculative demand for fo~eign exchange certificat~s.

After several months the Bank of Korea acted in various ways to depre-
v

ciate the rate, i.e. to raise the won price of the dollar back up to approx-

imately 270 won, where it has since remained. This appears to have been an

undervalue~ rate (given various other conditions such as interest rates,

wage rates, taxes on imports, subsidies on exports, etc.), in that it has

resulted in a continuous and ra9id buildup of foreign exchange reserves.

still it has been a major obj,ntlve of theGov~rnment to increase expo~ts

rapUtlyand attract f;oreigft eapital and an undervalued exchange rate was one
-" t'I~ ---, ( .. '-

of th."o~t: aignlficllntmea.ufesfetJ.. acbifWingthelJe.
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Reduced Import Controls,

A major reduction of import controls was implemented at the time the

exchange rate was floated. This took the form of remO'lingall requirements

for government approval prior to opening import letters of crell1.t On a broad

range of raw mElterials and semi-finished goods. These items had accounted for

over 70 per cent of total imports in the previous year, Another 10-15 per

cent of imports were subject to prior approval but with no fixed quotas,

and a third category had fixed quotas. There was a fourth category of

unlisted or specifically prohibited items which covered many luxury consumer

goods O~ goods vroduced domestically in sufficient quantity to meet domestic

demand. No significant liberalization was made in tnese areas.

Reduction of import controls did not l'esu1t in any sigriificant change

in the level or composition of imports. It encouraged some working down

of inventorief, because producers were now more confident that they could

obtain imports when needed and therefore didn't need to compete for their

share of a quota allocation. Also the gdministrative burden and cost of the

import contr~l machinery was greatly reduced, thus reducing costs of production

and improving general efficiency. A number of prOducers, who had survived

or who had been induced to continue in a specific area of production just

because they had an import quota for certain raw mate=ials, were induced or

forced by market forces to shift to other types of production.

Recent trade and exchange rate policies have assur'ed an adequate flow

of foreign exchange and have made it possible for imports to adjust to

changes in aggregate demand and output. Also the composition of imports

has been more flexible and the Government has taken direct action in some

cases t.1} encourage imports of commoditf.".:'s experiencing rising prices. The

rapid expansion of exports has stimulated industrial production, bu~ real

wage rates have not been pushed up and probably a substant:ia1Share of the
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additions to income has gone into savings and ultimately into new investment

in the"export industries. The favorable general cUmate for exports has

encouraged producers with excess capacity to seek export markets which would

permit full utilizsUon of that capacity. This has forestalled some of the

pressure on Government to expand domestic demand or pro'vide special assistance

to depressed industries.

Thus the foreign sector policies of the second stabilization period have

been a major factor in the achievement of both relative price stability and

high growth. The recent policies have permitted a fuller utilization of exist

ing productive capacity and a stimulus to investment in new capacity. They

have also facilitated adjustment of total supply including imports to

changing demand without significant fluctuations in the exchange rate after

the major devaluation of 1964.

Fiscal Policy

Fiscal policy in Korea has been dominated by the invGrse relation between

inf1atiop and government revenues and the dependence upon counterpart funds

derived from sales of aid goods to finance a substantial portion of the

budget. It is clear from the record that when prices rise rapidly, the

ratio of revenues to GNP drops and as inflation diminishes the ratio rises.

The changes in the tax burden ratio result from a combination of lags in the

tax system, changes in tax laws, and varying degrees of effectiveness in tax

administration.

A temporary foreign exchange tax accounted for an important part of the

rise in the tax ratio from 1958 through 1960 (See Table 15). The improvement

in 1965 and 1966, however, wa6 due mainly to more vigorous administration.

The drastic decline in the tax ratio from 1961 through 1964 reflected all

three factors. New tax legislation in 1961 and 1962 A~parently reduced the

tax base. Enforcement was lax, especially in 1961 when governments were



Table 15

Composition of the General Government Budget

other
Year Taxes Revenues Borrowing Counterpart Total-
1957 27.3 7.0 12.8 52.9 100.0

1958 30.1 8.1 10.3 51. 5 100.0

1959 47.5 8.0 3.0 41.5 100.0

1960 51.5 9.7 4.2 34.6 100.0

1961 37.8 16.0 7.0 39.2 100.0

1962 30.3 16.8 22.1 30.8 100.0

1963 40.9 20.3 4.2 34.6 100.0

1961- 47.1 17.6 0 35.3 100.0

1965 .,., ... 14.0 0 34.2 100.0J.L.O

~ General Defense Development Tot.a1

1957 25.5 32.1 42.4 100.0

1958 33.8 31.0 35.1 10000

1959 34.1 34.8 30.7 100.0

1960 39.8 35.0 24.7 10000

1961 40.8 29.0 29.7 100.0

1962 49.6 23.2 27.0 100.0

1963 43.7 28.1 27.9 100.0

1964 44.7 32.0 22.9 100.0

Source: Economic Survey, 1966
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changing. And then inflation took its toll in 1963 and 1964.

Counterpart funds supplied about half of th~ general government revenues

in later 1950' s, but have droppEid to roughly one-third since 1960. The prose'

pect of declining counterpart generations over the long£r run provided a stim

ulus for increasing regular government revenues; but in the short run)the pos

sibility of substituting addiUonal aid and counterpart generations for a

stronger revenue effort was fr.'om time to time a diversionary temptation.

Turning to the expenditure side, the expanding revenues in 1957-60 were

matched by increased government spending On consumption while the share of the

budget devoted to investment dropped off sharply. To some extent the increase

in general expenditures was probably necessary to correct for the effects of

prior inflation, but the cut backs on investment were a negative factor from

the growth viewpoint. In 1961-63 the investment shere was raised somewhst

but fell off again in 1964-65.

The brunt of the fisc~l contribution to stabilization in 1964-65 was born

by the expenditure side as the total scale of the budget was compressed to

match the decline in real revenues. This was achieved by postponing adjust

ment in government salaries to compensate for the previous inflation. By 1966

revenues had recovered sufficiently that some salary adjustments could be

made and the share of the budget devoted to investment restored to about

30 per cent,.

Comparison of Stabilization Policies

The basic difference between the two major stabilization efforts that

have been tried in Korea was in terms of the rigidity of the constraints

within which the economy had to achieve an equilibrium. During the first

stabilization peri,od there 'tlere numerous rigidities and direct controls which

interfered with thle adjustment of the economic system. In attempting to keep

aggregate demand within the limits of availablp. domestic supply and a declin-
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ing level of imports, the growth of output was slowed, substantial productive

capacity was underutilized and the ineenti.ve for new investment diminished.

In the second period, there was more flexibility. AggregatQ demand espec

ially export demand, could be permitted to grow more rapidly because the

composition of demand for exports was much less rigid than say for an increase

in domestic consumption, and the supply elasticities of export goods were greater

because they were mainly manufactured items which utilized existing excess capac

ity or for which new capacity could be quickly and relatively cheaply built.

Furthermore, the new exports did not compete directly with demand for basic

domestic consumer goods so the danger of rising prices and living costs was

reduced. On the other hand, because of reduced import controls domestic pro

duction could be au~nented by imports more readily than during the earlier

period. Consequently there was greater likelihood that potential inflationary

forces would be dampened before they could do serious damage. This was clearly

evident in 1966 ~hen both gross and net imports increased by more than 50 per

cent in response to a similar expan~ion of investment.

The aggressive use of interest snd exchange rate policies also distinguished

the recent stabilization effort from J ts preder~8sor. By pushing interest rates

and the exchange rate above what would probaoly have been their equil Ibrium

levels the expected inducements to save and export, to limit domestic borrowing

and imports were strengthened. The "high" interest rate was favorable to

stabilization in the short run by curtailing aggregate demand, but it also con

trihuted to growth over the l~"~~4 run by releasing more resources for invest

ment. 'lhe "high" exchange rate on the other hand ~.\'u favorable for growth but

not for st.qbi,\.~·,~tion. It increased the profits of exporters and some producers

of import substitutes and encouxaged investment in such industries. Bu~ i~

also added to aggregate demand and reduced, or at least raised the price of

imports. Perhaps it has been due to t· combined use of the interest 41nd
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exchangil!ratesinithis manner that such high growth and investment have been

achieved' 'in ,1965 and 1966 without more serious price increases than have

actually occurred.

CONCLUSION

Inflation in Korea has been neither so constant, so uniquely related to

'exces8ive expansion of the money supply, or so harmful to economic growth a8

has sometimes been suggested. The country has been experiencing many of the

normal growing pains associated with a modest food deficit, some variability

1rt harvests, lack of a conservative monetary tradition and a strong desire for

development. Reasonable price stability was achieved from 1958 to 1962, but

at the sacrifice of the growth rate. The inflation of 1963-64 was 'basically

the result of bad mcnetary policy .Ind poor harvests. Either one without the

other undoubtedly would have had less serious repercussions and might have

avoided the rGturn of inflationary expeQtations.

The monetary, trade and exchange rate policies which have been implemented

since 1964 have served both the ~tabilization and growth objectives. The

economy has become more flexible and is now better able to adjust to shocks

such as sudden changes in major compon~nts of supply or demand. Exports

and investment have been encouraged and have been the leading forces for

growth. Domestic and foreign savings have expanded thereby providing the

resourcea for future growth.

High rates of inflation could obviously recur in the future, but they

are less likely if the current policy framework is maintained and strength

ened. Complete elimination of inflation is also unlikely so long 88 the

organized, financial institutions and monetary system remain under-developed.

Deficiencies in th~ mechanism for transfer~gsavings from savers to investors

have in'the past led the Government to resort to monetary expansion as a
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substitute. It will take time, low rates of inflation and ot~er favorable me.lure,

to build confidence in the monetary system.

Another factor militating against complete absence of inflation in Korea i8

the potential effect on real wage rates. Industrial workers are unorganized

and have been unable in the past to keep current wages in step with rising

prices. During the first stabilization period, however, real wages rose sub

stantially even though employment was expanding slowly. There could well be

some pressure in the future from employers to keep prices risi.ng enough to

neutralize the effect of increases in money wage rates.

Thus a moderate rate of inflation is probably the most likely prospect

for KOrfta in the near future. It will be necessary to maintain relatively

high interest rates and to see that the exchange rate moves up roughly in

step with domestic prices to maintain internal and external equilibrium.

To deny the l{kelihood of some inflQtion andtoOy W maintain non-inflationary

interest ~ates or a fixed exchange rate would force the economy out of balance

and require more painful adjustments later on.
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